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Software system monitor and Tango

One of the main responsibility of the TM.LMC sub-element is the ability to monitor resources and
performance of TM as a computer network and as distributed application.
As any other TM sub-element, TM.LMC has been decomposed into different products/applications
and one of them has to be a software system monitor (SSM) like Nagios (www.nagios.org) or Zabbix
(www.zabbix.com) for the above reason.
The use case is about the collaboration model between a SSM and the tango framework. From the
SSM point of view, the tango framework is a list of services (the domains) and a list of processes
(device servers) and in this way, it is important to monitor the health status of them. On the
other hand, many times the control system built with the help of the framework has capabilities
of monitoring and control and one can think to collect all the elements from the SSM and from the
control system monitor everything.
What is the best way to solve this? Are there any standards or best practises to adopt?

Primary author: Mr DI CARLO, Matteo (INAF)

Co-author: Dr DOLCI, Mauro (INAF)

Presenter: Mr DI CARLO, Matteo (INAF)
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How to effectively use TANGO in a hierarchical
system.

Central Signal Processor consists of three major sub-elements. The 4th sub-element, CSP.LMC (Lo-
cal Monitor and Control) has been introduced to implement a single point of communication with
TM and represent CSP as a single Element. Each of the three sub-elements (namely: Correlator
and Beamformer - CBF, Pulsar Search Engine - PSS, and Pulsar Timing Engine - PST) consists of a
number of LRUs/components and implements internal monitor and control. Each of the three sub-
elements (CBF, PSS and PST)implements a ‘sub-element master’ which communicates with LMC.
At least two sub-elements (CBF and PSS) intend to use TANGO for communication between the
Sub-element Master and other LRUs/components. The challenge: How to define TANGO devices
/ servers so that the operations, via TM, can monitor and control CSP as a single entity, but when
needed also at sub-element level, and down to LRU and component. In other words, operations,
via TM, when needed, should have access to every parameter of every component.

Summary

How to define and effectively use a hierarchy of TANGO devices.

Primary author: Ms VRCIC, Sonja (National Research Council Canada)

Presenter: Ms VRCIC, Sonja (National Research Council Canada)
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Real-time updates for on-going observations.

Telescope Manager (TM) shall provide to Central Signal Processor (CSP) regular updates for delay
tracking and beam-forming parameters (for all on-going observations/scans). Delay Models are
specified in a form of coefficients of a polynomial, number of coefficients per model and cadence
for the updates is still TBD; some estimates are provided in the CSP to TM ICDs (for mid it may be
3 coefficients per antenna per polarization every 10 seconds). Weights used in beam-forming and
Jones Matrices shall be provided by SDP, via TM (cadence TBD).
Topic for discussion: Should these parameters be delivered to CSP using the same method and
approach as other configuration parameters? In other words should they be defined as parameters
of the TANGO device?

Summary

What is the best method for transmission of the delay models, calibration information, weights
and Jones Matrices used in beam-forming?

Primary author: Ms VRCIC, Sonja (National Research Council Canada)

Presenter: Ms VRCIC, Sonja (National Research Council Canada)
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State/Mode/Capability implementation

Each LMC system is expected to follow the abstract SKA Control Model when defining operational
states, modes and capabilities, in agreement with the prescriptions and naming conventions given
in the LMC Guideline Implementation (LIG) document. It is likely that some devices (i.e. interface
devices or devices in charge to map from internal to external state model) shall accommodate the
state/mode/capability information. In contrast, TANGO allows only a DevState within a given
device with a predefined list of state codes. The list of state codes can be extended to cover SKA
convention by manually modifying TANGO IDL core components but the information is not prop-
agated to developing tools (i.e. Pogo).
During the DSH.LMC internal interface definition we therefore modeled states/modes/capability
with Enum attributes (recently introduced in TANGO 9). As far as we understood it seems that the
predefined state machine management (ruling allowed and forbidden commands/operation under
given mode/states) is lost. Furthermore how to consider the predefined TANGO state and status
information? Do we simply ignore them in the device implementation phase?

Primary author: Dr RIGGI, Simone (INAF - Osservatorio Astrofisico di Catania, Italy)

Presenter: Dr RIGGI, Simone (INAF - Osservatorio Astrofisico di Catania, Italy)
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LFAA LMC Overview Use-Case

Introduction

This section gives a brief list some of the features for an LMC system, and what kind of control
the system should provide to the TM interface layer for generic control of all elements. Primarily,
LMC will be concerned with some or all of the following, to different extents:

1. Monitoring and control of digital devices and any hardware/software components

2. The detection of any specified alarms/evens, to inform appropriate recipients

3. The running of computational/logical jobs/tasks with specified schedules

4. Routine checks and diagnostics

5. Exposing functionality in a logical fashion, or in detailed form for debugging and fault mit-
igation

6. Interaction with any operators/users

7. Routing, processing, saving of data streams etc.

8. Management of the available computational resources

For the purposes of the LFAA LMC, the above requirements could be serviced by various software
blocks as follows:

1. Monitoring/control of devices/hardware –> TANGO Server/Drivers + Hardware interfaces/Access
Layer

2. Alarms/Events –> TANGO Drivers + more generic core

3. Resource management –> Apache Mesos

4. Scheduled jobs –> Apache Aurora (on top of Mesos) and native services

5. Routine checks –> Applications running via Aurora

6. Exposing functonality –> LFAA Interface API

7. Interaction with users/operators –> TANGO wrapper over LFAA Interface API

8. Routing/processing/saving data –> GlusterFS logical volumes + low-level DAQ services +
real-time processing services

TANGO Device Control - TANGO States

All LFAA LMC requirements must fall within the Telescope Operating States, which are assigned
manually by the telescope operator, while the operating status can be set by the LMC or by TM.
An example of a typical state flow could be as follows:

• The system starts in the “off” state, where all hardware/software is powered down. Once
powered up the state transitions to “standby”, the default operating status. A number of tran-
sitions are possible (a) Debug/Maintenance: occurs when telescope is set to maintenance
mode, (b) Low-power: occurs when a command from TM sets the telescope to low-power
mode, (c) Safe-state: an optional state (similar to low-power), (d) Init: occurs when an obser-
vation schedule is received by TM and the telescope needs to be initialized (forming stations,
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programming boards, setting up workflows etc.), (e) Faulty: occurs in cases where a serious
or critical error is detected.

• “Debug”, “low-power” and “safe” states will remain in those states until TM instructs a
change.

• “Faulty” state can go to “standby” if the fault is mitigated/fixed, or to the “off” state.

• Errors can occur in all operating states, so every state can transition to the “faulty” state.

It is apparent during our prototyping that Tango (v8/v9) does not allow for custom states to be
added to the set of states in the framework. There are some workarounds e.g. modifying the
source code to allow for more states, but this breaks Tango-related packages like Pogo (the device
designer). Tango 9 has introduced ENUM attributes, but one can’t assign the Tango state machine
system to attributes out of the box.

In our current prototyping, we provide a design pattern to write a new state system within a Tango
device driver that can replicate the same functionality for Tango states, but with any list of custom
states.

The Python TANGO driver will include:

1. A dictionary called state_list, which contains a list of key/value pairs, the key is the driver
function name, and the value is a list of states (represented by a numeric value) of allowed
states under which that function is runnable.

2. (a) An inbuilt function called “check_state_flow” which, given a function name, checks
if the current state of the device is in one of the allowed states. This function returns
True/False accordingly.

Furthermore, with this re-implementation that mirrors the Tango state-flow control, the prede-
fined Tango state/status information is redundant, though it could still be used for some specific
cases if needed. We anticipate replacing the “numeric” value in “state_list”, with an ENUM value.

TANGO Device Control - TANGO Device Hierarchy

In LFAA, a number of antennas are connected to a single tile (via a Tile Processing Module, or TPM).
Based on the Telescope Model information, tiles are configure into logical stations, and some of
the operations will be transmitted to stations rather than to individual TPMs.

We can define a TANGO station with the following non-exhaustive capabilities:

1. Add/Remove TPM to/from Station

2. Connect/Disconnect TPM in a Station

3. Set/Get station state (which is an aggregate of TPM states)

4. Run station command - a command across all TPMs in the Station, and return all results for
each TPM

This hierarchy is therefore very straightforward. We shall simply go over the implementation
model to send commands to all TPMs within a station, waiting and gathering all results. A number
of criteria must be catered for:

1. The command to be executed must exist on all connected devices.

2. Each TPM must be in a state where the command in question can be run.

3. Arguments for the command have to be passed in to the various TPMs.
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It is trivial to check if the command exists on all TPMs. In order to pass in parameters to the
various TPMs, a pickled list of dictionaries can be utilized. If the list contains only one dictionary,
then the same parameters are applied to all TPMs. If there is more than one item in the list, then
the number of items in the list must be equal to the number of TPMs in the station.

When passing a command to all TPMs, the Station device maintains an index, called “command_indexes”.
Each command per TPM is run asynchronously in TANGO via the “command_inout_asynch”
TANGO call. This returns a command ID which can be polled for completion, and we store this in
“command_indexes”.

A while-loop is then able to use the command IDs stored to poll for a result from each individual
TPM by utilising the “command_inout_reply” TANGO call, which by default returns an excep-
tion when polling a command that has not yet returned. Once all results are accounted for, stored
in an array, the Station call can return these replies.

TANGO Parameter Limitations

Commands in TANGO can, at most, pass in/out a single parameter. The easiest way to circum-
vent this issue when multiple parameters are required is to use a string representation of a set
of key/value pairs. In the case of pyTango, this can be easily achieved by using a pickled repre-
sentation (giving a string) of a dictionary. For example, from within the TANGO driver, one can
“un-pickle” the argin input argument as follows:

self.debug\_stream("Unpacking arguments...")
arguments = pickle.loads(argin)
commandName = arguments['commandName']
inDesc = arguments['inDesc']
outDesc = arguments['outDesc']
allowedStates = arguments['states']

TANGO Parameter Limitations - Other Devices

The LFAA LMC will require the control of other devices such as Switches, PDUs. TANGO drivers
for these devices will also be written in a similar fashion to those for TPMs, with a state-handling
mechanism as described.

Moving Upwards

The LFAA LMC use-case requires that additional components aside from a TANGO-based control
system to be available. In the arcitecture currently being developed, some of these components
are Apache Mesos, Apache Aurora and GlusterFS. We give a brief overview of each.

Moving Upwards - Apache Stack for Resource/Workflow Management

The LFAA will require a set of nodes, the “Monitoring, Control and Calibration Servers”, which
is a compute cluster. On this MCCS cluster a number of applications and services will be run
(including the TANGO service). Cluster management technologies can be employed to manage
the resources of each node as well as submit applications and services as jobs. Traditionally, the
resources of a cluster are handled separately for each node, such that the job submission system
as well as the administrators need to know how the cluster is configured. An abstraction over
this is to aggregate all the available resources as a single entity, such that the entire cluster is
viewed as a single large node. These tools implement a level of abstraction on top of operating
systems, and can be viewed as a cluster operating system. Apache Mesos is such a tool, a cluster
manager on which frameworks can run. These frameworks provide the scheduling and executing
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logic required to launch jobs and workflows. In this respect, Apache Aurora is being considered.
Additionally, large clusters require a level of redundancy and reliability, especially when master
nodes fail. Apache ZooKeeper can provide this functionality.

The mix of technologies chosen here may seem daunting. In fact, each block included requires
separate configuration and setting up. It is good to minimize the amount of “moving parts” in
a design. The stack chosen here can adequately handle the LMC requirements for LFAA. This is
not the first design that was considered for LFAA. Earlier designs and test modules included some
more/different components that were eventually taken out and or replaced by better packages.
The choice was based on some general and some very specific criteria. The products are all open
source. They are tailor made to handle the tasks required of them in an LMC setting. They have
dedicated teams actively developing the products and fixing bugs/adding features. The TANGO
control system was analyzed earlier on for its utility in LMC and was found to be very suitable
to device-only control and very scalable for that specific purposes. On the other hand, packages
like Apache Mesos, Apache Aurora, GlusterFS etc. are already deployed in very large systems and
guarantee scalability and industry standards for their specific purpose as well.

The various units of this Apache stack provide an API/command line tools that can used to run,
monitor and control the stack. We anticipate that the required functionality will be wrapped as
part of the entire LFAA LMC API. But we do not anticipate that this will be done via a TANGO
driver. The reasons are that most of the interaction with some of these units are based on their
own UI (for internal use) or through scripts. TANGO does not follow the scripting model, since it
is basically a reply-request mechanism meant for simple commands to devices.

Moving Upwards - Logical Volumes

GlusterFS is an open source, distributed file system capable of scaling to several exabytes and
handling thousands of clients. GlusterFS clusters together storage building blocks over Infiniband
RDMA or TCP/IP interconnect, aggregating disk and memory resources and managing data in a
single global namespace. It is based on a stackable user space design and can deliver exceptional
performance for diverse workloads. Most existing cluster file systems are not mature enough for
the enterprise market. They are too complex to deploy and maintain, although they are extremely
scalable and cheap since they can be entirely built out of commodity OS and hardware. GlusterFS
solves this problem, by offering stability and low-maintenance setup for some speed trade-offs.
GlusterFS is an easy to use clustered file system that meets enterprise-level requirements:

1. GlusterFS can be deployed with the help of commodity hardware servers.

2. No metadata server is required.

3. Any number of servers can access a storage that can be scaled up to several exabytes.

4. Aggregates on top of existing file systems. A user can recover the files and folders even
without GlusterFS.

5. GlusterFS has no single point of failure. It is completely distributed, thanks to not having a
centralized meta-data server like Lustre.

6. It is not tightly coupled with the OS kernel (like Lustre) and therefore any updates to the
system as a whole have no effect on GlusterFS.

As a software component of the LFAA LMC system, GlusterFS will manage one logical cluster
wide partition to store raw data files and logs. Each node will have a dedicated partition which
will make up part of this logical volume. GlusterFS will automatically:

1. Handle failures in case of drive or node failure

2. Use the fastest available cluster interconnect (in this case, 40GbE network) to transfer data
between nodes
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3. Recover lost data (depending on the type of volume deployed)

The raw data files will use a custom defined file format, which typically takes the form of an HDF5
format. A directory structure within the logical format will be used to organize data generated by
the data acquisition application and logs. All application access to the distributed file system will
occur through appropriate calls in the API.

Moving Upwards - Functional Applications

Functional applications refer to processes and application which are not related to monitoring
and control, but are required for the correct execution of an observation schedule. These include
calibration, pointing, diagnostic routines, and data acquisition. They are referred to as ‘functional
applications’ since they are not part of the software infrastructure, but rather use it to execute
upon. They will generally be executed by running a workflow submitted to the workflow manager.
These applications need to specify how much resources they require to run, and whether they’ll
be run as services or one-off. Depending on the availability of these resources, as managed by the
resource manager, they will be scheduled to run on the cluster.

A non-exhaustive list of possible functional applications is as follows:

1. Data Acquisition – streaming control data from the TPI to the MCCS cluster, to be processed
and stored in HDF5 files.

2. Pointing – beamforming coefficients are calculated every few seconds by the pointing algo-
rithm. The coefficients are downloaded to each TPM (via the TANGO control system).

3. Calibration – Antenna signals need routine calibration.
4. Diagnostics – Integrity checks are performed routinely, to make sure antennas, signal path,

firmwares are running within acceptable parameters. Some of the information required by
the diagnostic routines can be requested via the TANGO control system.

TM-LFAA LMC Interface

As one can guess, a “core component” is required to manage all the LMC subcomponents them-
selves, as well as expose the available functionality to external users. The primary user of the LMC
is TM. The interface between these two entities is defined in the TM-LFAA ICD. The interface be-
tween these two entites is defined in the TM-LFAA ICD. This document only lists a number of
high-level requirements which this interface should meet, with no reference to technology prefer-
ences (for example, REST, RPC, SOAP). Nevertheless, the interfacing protocol should be unaware
of any technology choices adopted within the LMC. It should also be architecturally agnostic,
meaning that whatever the underlying architecture of the LMC is, it should be able to satisfy the
interface requirements through a standardised API. To accomplish this task, the interface on the
LMC side should “flatten-out” the functions provided by all system components and provide an
API which is de-coupled from the underlying deployment. Broadly, we can list the generic aims
of the API as follows:

1. Implement the TM-LFAA interface
2. Manage the telescope configuration
3. Report errors/alarms through an appropriate notificaton system
4. Manage role-based priviliges and audits
5. Monitor and control the diverse set of underlying components (TANGO-based or not)
6. Logging

One realises quickly that there needs to be a way to amalgamate in an effective way, the method
by which each different component is managed and communicated with.
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TM-LFAA LMC Interface - Components and Capabilities

LFAA LMC extends the concept of components and capabilities defined in the TM-LFAA ICD to
include any internal hardware, software and logical entities. The primary components type defined
in the system are:

• Hardware (racks, servers, switches, PDUs, …)

• Software (logger, core, device controller, file manager, cluster manager, …)

• Tiles (and stations)

• Workflows (observation modes and related jobs)

• Running tasks (beamformer, calibrator, DAQ, …)

The list of components present in the systems is updated dynamically during the execution lifetime
of the LMC. For example, when a new job is launched, it is represented as a new component
which exposes a new list of capabilities which can be queried and/or called. Capabilities can be
categorized into four types:

• Properties which represent values that can be set or retrieved (for example “state”, which is
available for all components). Several property types are defined, such as metrics, registers,
values.

• Commands re functions defined in the component which can be called. A command may
require a number of arguments, and can return several results. Typical commands include
initialise, check_status and configure.

• Events generated by a component can be used to notify other components of changes.
Components may register to receive events from specific components types or instances,
and when the event is fired, it will be forwarded to all components registered to receive it.
Several event types can be defined, for example “Component configured” and “Component
status changed”

• Data epresents output data generated by a component which can be accessed or viewed by
other components. This can be used, for example, to access raw antenna data generated by
a data acquisition process

Additionally, alarms can be set on any property. A permissible value range can be set, and if
the property’s value exceeds this range, the component itself is set in alarm state. Alternatively,
an alarm value can be specified on the property, and if the current property value matches the
alarm value, then it is set in alarm state. The latter behaviour can be used to automatically set a
component in alarm state when its internal state matches a particular value.

Unifying Communication

The LFAA LMC core is built as a hierarchy of components, with the core itself being represented
as the root of the component tree. The state of each component is an aggregate of the internal
states of the underlying components. Communications between components are handled by a
communication channels network with a central broker. Messages are sent to the broker which
forwards them to any interested components. For example, if component A wants to read a prop-
erty value from component B, it will send a request message to the broker specifying component
B as the destination. The broker will decide on which channels the message will travel through
and the message will eventually arrive at its destination. The same procedure is performed to send
the reply from B to A. The communication system is currently based on RabbitMQ, with message
formatted using JSON.

When a new component is introduced to the system (for example, during system startup) it exposes
all the capabilities which can be used by other components. A software component interface is
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plugged into the core which is capable of communicating with this instance. The core communi-
cates with this interface, which in turn forwards the JSON-formatted request to the component.
For example, if the device controller needs to be initialised, the following steps are performed (all
communication between the core and interface are direct function calls, whilst communication be-
tween the interface and the component instance happens through JSON-formatted messages over
RabbitMQ on a dedicated channel):

1. The core loads the device controller component interface

2. The core calls the component initialise method

3. The interface starts the device controller component (depending on which controller the
core is configured to use, for example, the TANGO server or custom scripts). The controller
can be started on the same server or another server (say, by using the job scheduling inter-
face).

4. Once the device controller is initialised it will send a notification to the interface

5. When the core receives this notification (through the interface), it will call the configure
method (configure and initialise are different processes, since a component’s configuration
can change during its lifetime, however it does not need to be initialised each time)

6. After configuration, the core will call the get_component_capability method on the inter-
face. This will send the JSON-formatted request to the component instance, which will
generate a list of internal components, each having their own capabilities. This list is sent
as a reply to the core, which places this list in the database so that other components and
external entities (such as TM) can query it through the core’s API.

Notes on the above:
- The list of components (and associated interfaces) which the core should load will be provided
through a configuration file
- The list of hardware devices which the core should monitor and control (through the device con-
troller) will be provided through a configuration file
- All components have a pre-defined set of capabilities, which they inherit through the generic com-
ponent interface (for example, the state property and the initialise, configure and get_component_capability
commands). Upon initialisation and configuration, the component can expose any other internal
components and capabilities is desires.

The LMC core uses a NoSQL database (MongoDB) for internal housekeeping, such as:
- Keeping track of loaded components and their capabilities
- Storing (and possibly updating) a local copy of the Telescope Model
- Keeping track of which components are registered to which events
- Keeping track of alarms
- Temporarily queue events and command runs which need to be forwarded to external parties
such as TM

Unifying Communication - Interfacing with LMC

The dynamicity of the core must be reflected in the interfacing layer, which exposes all the available
functionality to third party clients, most notable of which is Telescope Manager. It is known
that each LMC element will communicate with TM via a Tango interface. Beneath this Tango
interface will reside a RESTful API. The list of possible URLs is generated dynamically when the
core is started and throughout its lifetime, depending on the entries in the database. The URLs are
designed in such a way as to make it easy to drill down, or filter, components and capabilities by
specifying IDs, types and other filtering options.

REST stands for Representational State Transfer. It relies on a stateless, client-server, cacheable
communication protocol (primarily HTTP). It is an architecture style for designing network ap-
plications. The primary aim is that instead of using complex mechanisms such as CORBA, RPC
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or SOAP to connect between machines, simple HTTP is used to make calls instead. RESTful ap-
plications use HTTP requests to post data (create and/or update) read data (for example, to make
queries) and delete data. Thus, REST uses HTTP for all four CRUD (Create/Read/Update/Write)
operations. These operations are performed through the following HTTP requests:

• GET – Query an entity for information or data

• POST – Issue a command which changes the state of an entity (for example, to create an
observation or write a property value)

• PATCH – Update the state of a created entity (for example, to stop an observation)

• DELETE – Delete an entity (for example, unsubscribe from receiving an event, which will
delete the appropriate entry)

Notes:
- The API allows for multiple observations to be running concurrently, however currently the de-
sign of the core can only support one. When the core is extended, the API does not need to change.
- A single component instance can be specified by its component type, component name and compo-
nent ID. For example Switch 5 would have component type “hardware”, component name “switch”
and ID “5”.
- The client can subscribe to any event being exposed by the core and internal components. When
an event is generated it will be placed in a queue for a specified time window. The client can poll
for generated events using the URL above. Filtering on event type and even source is also possible.
- Transient entities like observations, command runs and events are only available for a specified
time window after they are completed, after which they will be purged from the database. This
timeout will be referred to as the PostTimeout.
- All API calls returning more than a pre-defined number of items will be paginated so that there is
not risk of hogging the core (and client) if a request generated a large reply. The reply will include
a URL which points to the next result collection.

Some usage examples:

Check component state, check the current state of all tiles:

GET /components/tile/properties/state

Check the current state of tile 10:

GET /components/tile/10/properties/state

Check the state of the beamforming job:

GET /components/beamformer/properties/state

Check the temperate of all tiles in station 2:

GET /components/station/2/properties/temperature

Create an alarm which provides a maximum value for tile temperature (all tiles)

POST /components/tiles/alarms

POST will contains the property on which to set the alarm (in this case temperature) and the
maximum value (JSON form).

All events and alarms alert are reported on /events. To get all alarm triggered from tiles, the
following request can be used:

GET /events/alarm\_triggered?source\_type=tiles

To get all events for tiles:

GET /events?source\_type=tiles
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An observation is defined by a telescope model. The external user must generate a valid model
which can then be sent to the LMC by using:

POST /observations

POST contains the telescope model, including any software and firmware binaries which would be
required. The reply will include an observation ID, which can then be used to start the observation.
If an ID of 1 is received, the following can be used to start the observation:

PATCH /observations/1/run

PATCH includes the command to start the observation. A GET request to this URL will return
information relating to the current status of the observation.

Unifying Communication - TANGOWrapper

Given that the LMC has to interact with TM via Tango, the RESTful API has to be wrapped in a
TANGO device. The TANGO community is already proposing ways for the TANGO ecosystem
to include a RESTful API in future releases. So the wrapper has to be custom-developed for the
time being. We currently have defined an API for LFAA, but we feel that there are ways to have
this formalised across many LMCs if required. The real work is in mapping the REST API do the
different sub-elements, including, but not limited to Tango. This requirement is taken care of by
the LMC Core element. To follow the current devlopment on REST APIs for Tango, go to: link

Summary
This use case is a description of the current prototype of our development effort for LFAA LMC.
The use case is based on our use of Tango, as well as other software packages that are involved in
the LMC infrastructure. Primarily, we discuss the following:

1. Monitoring and control of digital devices and any hardware components

2. The detection of any specified alarms/events, to inform appropriate recipients

3. The running of computational/logical jobs/tasks with specified schedules

4. Routine checks and diagnostics

5. Exposing functionality in a logical fashion, or in detailed form for debugging and fault mit-
igation

6. Interaction with any operators/users

7. Routing, processing, saving of data streams etc.

8. Management of the available computational resources

This use case will focus on the use of TANGO within the LFAA LMC architecture, and then move
outwards to show how TANGO fits within LFAA LMC, to satisfy the LMC features above.

Primary author: Dr DEMARCO, Andrea (University of Malta)

Co-author: Dr ZARB ADAMI, Kristian (University of Oxford)

Presenter: Dr DEMARCO, Andrea (University of Malta)
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Contribution ID: 5 Type: not specified

Request an observation

TM sends through requests for observations/capabilities to the SDP via the SDP LMC. The SDP
LMC then queries the SDP internally to determine the availability of resources to perform the
observation and responds to TM.

Primary author: Ms GOUNDEN, Shagita (SKA SA)

Presenter: Ms GOUNDEN, Shagita (SKA SA)
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Contribution ID: 6 Type: not specified

Telescope State Information

TM send telescope state information/metadata to the SDP LMC. Are we closer to knowing what
the specifics of this data set are i.e. data type, values, cadence, etc.?
TANGO will send this data using TANGO.

Primary author: Ms GOUNDEN, Shagita (SKA SA)

Presenter: Ms GOUNDEN, Shagita (SKA SA)
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Contribution ID: 7 Type: not specified

Receive health and monitoring information

SDP LMC will send health and monitoring information to TM.

Primary author: Ms GOUNDEN, Shagita (SKA SA)

Presenter: Ms GOUNDEN, Shagita (SKA SA)
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Contribution ID: 8 Type: not specified

Scheduling and deferring control operations

It is expected that DSH.LMC needs to perform controlled sequence of actions, possibly requiring
durations beyond the default TANGO command response time, interactions with different devices
and some kind of dialing interaction (i.e. progress reporting) between communicating parties. The
configuration of the antenna for observation, performing known safety or error handling actions
(i.e. dish stowing after power cut) in response to alarms, or setting-up the feed vacuum level
for operations are among the functionalities of DSH.LMC. What is the suggested approach in
TANGO (or available tools) to implement this kind of “workflow” or sequenced operation, beyond
the provided client API?

Primary author: Dr RIGGI, Simone (INAF - Osservatorio Astrofisico di Catania, Italy)

Presenter: Dr RIGGI, Simone (INAF - Osservatorio Astrofisico di Catania, Italy)
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Contribution ID: 9 Type: not specified

LMC-TM Interface

The Telescope Manager monitors and controls SKA Elements through the interface with their
LMCs. Within LMC we made these assumptions:

1) Interface realization: The interface is realized by a unique instance of a TANGO device running
in the LMC control domain. The interface device contains all the Dish monitoring attributes for
TM subscription and commands callable by TM (following the TM-DSH.LMC ICD), plus pipes for
defining events/alarms. TM directly communicates only with the interface device not with inter-
nal LMC TANGO components. Is this assumption correct?
2) Static vs Dynamic Interface: Is the interface supposed to dynamically change at real-time with
respect to the ICD specification (stored in the Self Description Data)? In other words, is LMC re-
quested to support creation/removal of monitoring points and/or commands at run-time by TM?
This seems the case from the TANGO LIG, but the exact mechanism and physical use cases justi-
fying this for the Dish are unclear at the moment. For instance, for internal interface definition,
Dish sub-elements (SPF, Rx) suggested a static interface.
As an exercise, we were able to dynamically generate monitoring points at run-time (and also sub-
scribing and actually monitoring them) on the basis of a parsed SSD config (i.e. an XML modified
config file with respect to the provided SSD template) but how to generate commands and their
actual behavior (=code to execute actions)?

Primary author: Dr RIGGI, Simone (INAF - Osservatorio Astrofisico di Catania, Italy)

Presenter: Dr RIGGI, Simone (INAF - Osservatorio Astrofisico di Catania, Italy)
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Contribution ID: 10 Type: not specified

Best way to let TM access ’lower-level’ parameters?

The CSP–LMC, as the other LMCs, will have a layered structure. As a consequence, each level
of our layered structure maintains a ‘summary’ status of the physical conditions of lower level
devices. But we need to let higher levels, engineering interface, and TM to get detailed parameters
values of those lower devices.

We devised a flexible approach to this operation. We propose a new command: getLowerStatus.
When a device server receives such a command it sends the same command to lower level device
server with its argument, recursionLevel, decreased by one. If recursionLevel is already at zero,
the device server doesn’t send such a request. After getting the response from lower level devices
(or at once, if recursionLevel is at zero), each device server builds a json1 object composed by all
its parameters and by the lower level device answers, and sends the resulting blob to the device
immediately above, via a Tango Pipe.
To limit the amount of data exchanged, we can devise some provision for ‘data pruning’ or direct
device addressing, as, for instance, defining the start point of command execution (e.g. the class
which start the real execution of the command).
Comments and suggestions?

Summary

We propose a new command: getLowerStatus to let higher levels, engineering interface, and TM
to get detailed parameters values of lower devices in a flexible way.

Primary author: Dr BAFFA, Carlo (INAF - Osservatorio di Arcetri)

Co-author: Dr GIANI, Elisabetta (INAF - Osservatorio di Arcetri)

Presenter: Dr BAFFA, Carlo (INAF - Osservatorio di Arcetri)
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Contribution ID: 11 Type: not specified

Best way to set/report multiple parameters?

There are important times when it is necessary to set or to read multiple parameters at the same
time. Notably during initialization, when each device driver needs to set up the zero-level safe
parameters values, or when TM configures the initial state of the system, or again at the start
of a new set of observations, when it is required a large change of state of the instrument. We
propose two commands getFullStatus and setFullStatus. The first command instructs the device
server to build a json object containing all its parameters and send the resulting blob to the device
driver issuing the command via a Tango Pipe. The setFullStatus accepts, as argument, a json object
containing many parameters and then executes a “Set Parameter” for each of them. Optionally this
command can be followed by the execution of a getFullStatus for confirmation.

For more complex situation, we can also devise a recursive setFullStatus, inserting the name of
device class to witch a group of parameters applies.

Comments on this proposal?

Summary

We propose two commands getFullStatus and setFullStatus to get/set multiple parameters to a
device driver at init time or at system reconfiguration.

Primary author: Dr GIANI, Elisabetta (INAF - Osservatorio di Arcetri)

Co-author: Dr BAFFA, Carlo (INAF - Osservatorio di Arcetri)

Presenter: Dr GIANI, Elisabetta (INAF - Osservatorio di Arcetri)
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Contribution ID: 12 Type: not specified

Initialization of multiple devices: use of Yat?

During the initialization phase it is inconvenient to proceed over many devices in sequence. We
have seen Tango community devices sometime parallelizes tasks by means of the multi-threading
libraries Yat and Yat4tango. How can a yat thread signal to the main (calling) thread that something
has changed, for example the status of a monitored device? Is there a kind of “event handling”?
Or the main thread has to poll some attributes whose values are monitored by the yat threads?

Best practice and experiences?

Summary

Request of best practice and experiences on parallel tasks with Yat and Yat4tango.

Primary author: Dr BAFFA, Carlo (INAF - Osservatorio di Arcetri)

Co-author: Dr GIANI, Elisabetta (INAF - Osservatorio di Arcetri)

Presenter: Dr BAFFA, Carlo (INAF - Osservatorio di Arcetri)
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Contribution ID: 13 Type: not specified

Compute Monitoring Information - Feed

Each compute node will send monitoring metrics, related to the performance/availability of re-
sources, to SDP LMC, which is in turn used by TM; metrics at the granular level are at 1 second
time resolutions. The methodology for sending monitoring information in such cases with TANGO
needs to fully understood, as how best to package the multiple metrics for transport and if it will
meet the requirements.

Primary author: Dr LAKHOO, Rahim (University of Oxford)

Presenter: Dr LAKHOO, Rahim (University of Oxford)
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Contribution ID: 14 Type: not specified

Compute Monitoring Information - Scale

Multiple Compute Nodes will send multiple monitoring metrics, related to the performance/availability
of resources, to SDP LMC, which is in turn used by TM. TANGO’s scalability and overheads for
sending multiple monitoring metrics, from multiple sources needs to be fully understood; it should
also highlight where best to aggregate such metrics and provide insight to performance bottlenecks.

Primary author: Dr LAKHOO, Rahim (University of Oxford)

Presenter: Dr LAKHOO, Rahim (University of Oxford)
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Contribution ID: 15 Type: not specified

Continuous Performance Profiling/Monitoring -
Feed

There are requirements (SKA1-SYS_REQ-2546, SDP_REQ-287 and SDP_REQ-265) for Continuous
Performance Monitoring/Profiling, which are covered by PT Items. Continuous profiling informa-
tion is collected with low system overheads and minimal application impact, but if verbosity is
increased for debugging or in-depth performance analysis, it is then possible that the amount of
information will be factors greater, and will be proportional to the level of detail needed to inves-
tigate any issues. It would be good to have an understanding of how much profiling information
can be sent using TANGO, before performance is saturated, or errors are observed, and how best
to package the data for transport.

Primary author: Dr LAKHOO, Rahim (University of Oxford)

Presenter: Dr LAKHOO, Rahim (University of Oxford)
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Contribution ID: 16 Type: not specified

Support for TM’s Data Driven Approach

There is a lot of variety contributed by the different types of products that TM will have to in-
terface with in SKA. Hence, it is necessary for TM to optimize the integration cost between TM
and product LMC’s of SKA. TM takes a data driven approach to solve this and standardizes the
way TM integrates with all LMC’s. TM implements the idea through the definition of a standard
Self-Description (SD) schema that it uses to capture the information about all LMC’s in a uniform
manner. Each LMC provides their respective information to TM through their respective SD. Fol-
lowing is an initial list of minimum items that will be contained in the self-description:

a. The logical location details of the Element LMC.

b. The various generic operating states and the possible transitions that need to be viewed from
TM.

c. List of commands along with their parameters and attributes. This should also contain the
possible values, along with constraints for validation.

d. List of possible responses for the individual commands along with associated parameters and
attributes.

e. List of monitoring points along with associated details such as their rate of updates, interpreta-
tions, allowed sampling frequencies, required to be logged and so on.

f. List of various statuses that the Element can resume, such as Health status levels.

g. List of events and alarms. This should contain the associated data such as their types, severity
levels, recommended handling, frequencies and so on.

h. Provide description for suppressing of alarms for Elements and their sub-Elements, such as
not-fitted, in-maintenance etc.

i. List of configurations for the maintenance and health checking of the Element LMC such as
parameters that TM should monitor.

j. List of issues that the Element can raise, process to troubleshoot and resolve.

k. List of events that the Element will need to subscribe to and be provided by TM, e.g. Dish waits
for the beam former from the CSP to be ready and send a ready event.

l. Provide description for any control loops required by the Element, including size of data, source
of data, calculations to be performed on data by TM, frequency of updates.

The above information may also evolve going forward. Hence there should be a mechanism in
place to implement the SD approach so that all the above information pertaining to an LMC can be
captured efficiently and the process supported by appropriate validation and consistency checking.
All these information eventually will be consumed by various aspects in TANGO, such as device
server, Panic Tool for alarms, Archiver to store the monitoring data and so on. So the process
should ideally also allow translating this information into implementation code automatically.

Note:

We saw the need for such a tool in the context of the ITER project. ITER CODAC team imple-
mented the SDD Editor to solve this problem for their context. Inspired by this, we proposed the
development of a Domain Specific Language (DSL) for SKA to solve the problem of TM SDD im-
plementation. This has already been prototyped and a demonstration of the same will be provided
as a video link shortly.
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Contribution ID: 17 Type: not specified

SKA Distributed Tango Facilities Use Case

The use case was captured in a google doc that can be viewed and commented on at:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RSFKpdjPn37OG9cYnTYXNbUwuj-1HMgdW3tnYfYIlkw/edit#
Feel free to comment on the google doc and use it to collaborate as needed.

Use case text pasted here for convenience (without diagrams):

SKA Distributed Tango Facilities Use Case

Background

After attending the Tango workshop at ICALEPCS in October 2015 and some discussions at the
conference a very early suggestion for using distributed Tango control systems for the SKA project
where described (with very little hands-on experience with Tango at the time).This is in Appendix
A.

Below is a conceptual description of the use case for distributed Tango facilities for the SKA project.
The SKA-Mid telescope is being used as example for this use case.

Use case description

For this use case, let’s assume the SKA-Mid consists of the following functional Elements:
TM (Telescope Manager) - central monitoring and control system
SDP (Science Data Processor) - science data processor
CSP (Central Signal Processor) - correlator, beam former, pulsar timing engine, pulsar search en-
gine
DISHes (1 to N, N ±200 for SKA Phase 1, ±3000 for SKA Phase 2)

TM is the central monitoring and control system for the SKA-Mid telescope and orchestrates the
other Elements into a working telescope. Each of the Elements is expected to implement an LMC
(Local Monitoring and Control) Tango device server providing a standardised monitoring and con-
trol interface to TM.

Each of the Elements, including each Dish, has to operate as a stand-alone entity ( in terms of
starting up, restarting, deployment, upgrading, etc.) and will themselves most probably be a Tango
facility with its own Tango host and hierarchy of sub-elements, applications, components and
devices.

All these distributed Tango facilities then need to be coordinated by TM into a central SKA-Mid
Tango facility. TM implements Leaf nodes (Tango Clients) that connect to each of the Element
LMCs at the bottom of the TM hierarchy (and the Element LMC typically being at the top of the
hierarchy of the Element’s Tango facility). A question here would be if there are any aspects
of Tango architecture or known limitations that will impact the decision on whether to have a
separate standalone TM Tango facility in addition to SKA-Mid Tango facility, vs combining these
into a single central SKA-Mid Tango facility only with no TM Tango facility.

Remote logging from the distributed Tango facilities is another related use case. The roles and
responsibilities specified for the LMC includes support for remote logging. A possible approach to
this would be that each Element implements an Element Log Consumer Tango device to provide
localised logging for that Tango facility, gathered and stored at the Element. And that the LMC
Tango device of the element collaborates with the Element Log Consumer to distribute the logs
from a selected component and level (as commanded via the Element LMC interface) to TM via a
remote log message on the Element LMC interface.
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A suggestion of the distributed Tango facilities for SKA-Mid is provided in the following diagram.
Discussion, suggestions, pro’s and con’s of this approach are invited.

Indico rendering error

Could not include image: Cannot read image data. Maybe not an image file?

Please contact me should further clarification be required before the LMC Harmonisation work-
shop.

Lize van den Heever
Technical Lead: CAM (Control And Monitoring)
MeerKAT project, SKA SA
lvdheever@ska.ac.za
8 Feb 2016

Summary
TM is the central monitoring and control system for the SKA-Mid telescope and orchestrates the
other Elements into a working telescope. Each of the Elements is expected to implement an LMC
(Local Monitoring and Control) Tango device server providing a standardised monitoring and con-
trol interface to TM.

Each of the Elements, including each Dish, has to operate as a stand-alone entity (in terms of
starting up, restarting, deployment, upgrading, etc.) and will themselves most probably be a Tango
facility with its own Tango host and hierarchy of sub-elements, applications, components and
devices.

All these distributed Tango facilities then need to be coordinated by TM into a central SKA-Mid
Tango facility.

Primary author: Mrs VAN DEN HEEVER, Lize (SKA South Africa)

Presenter: Mrs VAN DEN HEEVER, Lize (SKA South Africa)
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